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=============================================================================== 
Introduction ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
=============================================================================== 

Rugrats: Search for Reptar has some great lines in it, so I decided to compile  
them into one file. I already have a walkthrough for it posted, but I wanted to  
play it again and writing this game script gives me more of a reason to. 

Also, after this is finished, I'll have 1/3 of a megabyte of files done.  
Woohoo, accomplishment of the YEAR. 

Also, after writing this, let it be known that writing guides/scripts using a  
DVD recorder is a big no no. Use VCRs, they're cheaper, they don't have "system  
crashes", and they're much easier to use. 

=============================================================================== 
Game Script ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
=============================================================================== 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Game Start ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tommy is smashing stacks of toys, looking for something. 

Tommy: Where's my Reptar puzzle?! Oh, here it is! 

Chuckie: But where's all the pieces? 

Tommy: Inside! 



Tommy shakes the container. Only one piece falls out. 

Tommy starts to cry. 

Stu and Didi walk in. 

Didi: What's wrong? 

Stu: Either a lot of the puzzle pieces are missing, or it's the easiest puzzle  
ever.

Didi: The pieces must be all over the house. 

Stu: It's okay kids, here, have a ball. 

Tommy throws the ball to the side. 

Tommy: We'll find all of you Reptar, even if we gots to search the whole wide  
world! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Grandpa's Teeth ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Grandpa: Hiya sprouts! It's almost time for my... Say... Potato salad! 

Grandpa starts to remove his teeth. 

Stu: Pop, don't! 

Didi: Pop, you're scaring the children. 

Grandpa: Potato salad sticks to my teeth so I'm taking them out! 

Stu: If you do, no one else will be able to eat. Please pop, just stick to  
Jello molds. 

Stu and Didi leave. 

Grandpa: This will be our little secret, aye sprouts? 

Grandpa removes his teeth. 

Grandpa: I can't wait to sink my gums into that potato salad! 

Spike sneaks behind Grandpa and steals his teeth. 

Grandpa: Gah! My teeth! That con-flabbed (?) dog stole my teeth! I can't play  
my trumpet without my teeth! 

Tommy: We gots to get Grandpa's teeths back. 

Chuckie: I don't know Tommy, the park's so big, we might not fid 'em til we're  
grownups. 

Tommy: Grandpa needs us Chuckie! We gots to find Spike! 

Second Part: 



Tommy: There he is! 

Spike goes to Tommy and lovingly jumps on him. 

Tommy: Spikey, that tickles! 

A goose steals the teeth on the ground and then takes Chuckie with him. 

Tommy: Run Chuckie, run! 

Chuckie: Help Tommy, heeeeaaalp! 

Third part: 

Tommy: I can stop that goose with these! 

Fourth Part: 

Goose spits the teeth out and hits Grandpa in the head. 

Grandpa: I'll never see my teeth again - wha? My teeth. 

Grandpa puts them back in his mouth. 

Chuckie: Being old is scary, your teeth come out and get lost and then  
sometimes big geeses eat em'. 

Tommy: The good part is you can eat Potato Salad for ever. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chuckie's Glasses ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Angelica: Stupid Rain, now I'm gonna be stuck here with you babies all day. I'd  
rather eat brocolli and take a bath at the same time. 

Chuckie: Maybe we can find a nice game to play inside. 

Angelica: Like what, pin the tail on Chuckie? 

Lil: How about hide and go peek? 

Angelica: All right, but I get to pick who's going to be it. Chuckie! 

Chuckie groans. 

Angelica: After you tag someone you gotta tag 'em and race 'em to the playpen.  
And take off your glasses, extra eyes is no fair. 

Chuckie: Why me, why me? 

Second part: 

Twenty six and a bazillon. Ready or not, here I come! Oh, I wish I had my  
glasses. 

Chuckie after he beats Phil: That was easy! 

Phil: Aw nuts! 



Chuckie after he beats Lil: That was easy! 

Lil is speachless. 

Chuckie after he beats Tommy: Gotcha! 

Tommy: Good job, chuckie! 

Part Three: 

Chuckie: I guess I gotta find Angelica now. 

Angelica walks in. 

Angelica: Ugh, I don't feel so good. Here, take your yucky glasses. 

Angelica throws them back to Chuckie. 

Chuckie: Whew, that's better. 

Stu walks in. 

Stu: You look a little sick Angelica. 

Angelica vomits. 

Stu: Eww, let's go clean you up. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
No More Cookies ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Angelica walks into the kitchen and sniffs the air. 

Angelica: Ah ha! Give me all your cookies! 

Tommy: No Angelica! My mommy made them for us to eat! 

Angelica after the box is thrown in the air: Hey, give me those! 

Second part: 

The empty box is seen thrown in the air. 

Angelica: Hey, you ate 'em! Ugh! 

Tommy: It's for your own good angelica! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ice Cream Mountain ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Stu walks into the room. 

Stu: I haven't golfed in ages... I'm taking the kids for ice cream Didi! Heh  
heh, this is gonna be great. 

At the golf course. 

Angelica: Uncle Stu, where's the ice cream?! 



Stu: At the end of this magestic golf course stands ice cream mountain. That's  
where I'm going to get a hole in one and win you kids so much ice cream, you'll  
be eating until you're grown ups. So what if it's never been done before? 

Tommy: We just gotta get the balls in the holes, and we'll win a whole mountain  
of ice cream. If we all do some, we'll be done in no time. 

Ice Cream Mountain Owner as you play: I really gotta change that free ice cream  
policy / Want some ice cream? Psyche! / Come again soon, buh bye! / Instead of  
ice cream, how 'bout a nice plastic spider? Nah? Didn't think so / You don't  
want all of that ice cream anyway, boy, talk about flem 

Second part: 

Stu: Good job kids! Now I'm going to get you all the ice cream you want...  
because... it's free! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mirrorland ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Didi shows off her new mirror to Tommy. One can only wonder how a baby can  
possibly be interested in a mirror. 

Didi: Look at this amazing antique mirror I got at Golden Oldies. It's genuine  
Louis the 14th looking glass. It should look very classical in the bathroom.  
Now where did I put that 17th centry (inaudible). 

Tommy goes into the mirror. 

Tommy: Uh oh, everything's downside up, I must be in Mirrorland! I gots to go  
through the mirror again so I can get back to norman! 

Spike sends Tommy some balloons. 

Tommy: Good job, spike. If I can get enough balloons, I can float up to the  
mirror! Or is it down? I don't know, but I better start lookin'. 

Second part: 

Tommy goes back to normal. 

Tommy: It worked, I'm back! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Let There Be Light ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In Tommy's bedroom... 

Didi: Let mommy turn on your night light sweetie. 

Stu: That'll keep those shadow monsters away, champ. 

Didi: Stu, you're going to frighten him! 

In the basement... 

Stu: This new invention is going to put Pickle's toys on the map! 



Stu winds up shutting down the power in the entire house. 

Second Part: 

Tommy: I wonder where all the light went! I know, it's probably in the  
refridedator! It's always hiding in there. 

Third Part: 

Tommy tries to get the doors open. 

Tommy: I'm too little to open it by myselfs. 

Tommy looks at Spike's food dish. 

Tommy: I gots an idea! Spike can help me let the light out! But first I gots to  
find Spike! 

Fourth Part: 

Tommy and Spike get the door open. 

Tommy: Yay! 

Didi: Tommy, you're too young for midnight snacks! 

Stu: I fixed the fuse Didi. 

Didi: You light up my life honey. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Cookie Race ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tommy picks up the cookie box, only to have them swiftly taken by Angelica. 

Angelica: Ha, they're my cookies now! 

Angelica shakes box. 

Angelica: They're empty! But someone's baking more! And if you think you're  
getting any, forget it. Just try to beat me to the kitchen! 

Second Part: 

Tommy runs in, thus beating Angelica. 

Tommy: Yay, I gotted the cookies! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Circus Angelicus ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Angelica: You babies are going to be in my circus! 

Everyone but Chuckie: Yay, a circus! 

Chuckie: I don't know Angelica, I don't like circuses. 



Angelica: Alright everybody, there's not going to be a circus because Chuckie  
doesn't want us to have one. 

Tommy: But circuses are fun Chukie! 

Phil: Don't you want us to have any fun, Chuckie? 

Chuckie: Angelica, I changed my mind. I wanna be in the circus. 

Part Two: 

Angelica: And now in the center ring, Tommy Pickles will make his furry ocious  
lion jump through a bunch of burin' hoola hoops! 

After that's done... 

Angelica: Ta daa! And now for our next act, the amazing and stupedious flying  
DeVilles will race their tricycle of doom up the ramp landing directly into the  
bull's eye. 

After that's done... 

Angelica: Thank you, thank you... And now ring monster's Angelica's circus is  
proud to present, Chuckie the human candy ball!... And now, Chuckie the human  
candy ball. Get out here Chuckie! 

Chuckie: I forgotted what to do! 

Angelica: Just sit there and wait for your que. With my assistance... Chuckie  
the human candy ball will be launched from this platform into the amazing pile  
of leaves.

Chuckie: ....I'm gonna what?! 

Angelica jumps. 

Angelica: Look out! 

Angelica jumps and Chuckie lands safely. 

Angelica: He did it, he really did it! My circus is a complete access! 

Phil: I get to be a human candy ball next! 

Lil: Nuh uh Philip, I do! 

Phil: I do Lilian! 

Angelica gets launched into the air herself. 

Angelica: AHHHH! I gotta stop workin' with babies. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Touchdown Tommy ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Didi: You sure you'll be alright with the kids? 

Stu: Of course, you and Betty go and enjoy yourselves. 



Didi: Well... all right. We'll be back in a couple of hours! 

Stu and Grandpa after she leaves: YES! 

Stu: Now you kids play nice and stay out of trouble, while we watch, the  
Ultrabowl.

Grandpa: Fixed up something special for ya sprout! 

Grandpa gives Tommy a bottle full of chocolate milk. 

Angelica: Heh, bottles are for babies. 

Tommy: Wow, chocolate milk! 

Angelica: Chocolate milk?! But that's for grownups like me! 

Tommy: No it's not! 

Angelica: Gimme that! 

Second Part: 

Angelica gets the empty bottle. 

Angelica: It's empty! WAAAAAAAH! 

Didi Returns: Angelica Pickles, what is this mess? Who was watching her? 

Stu and Grandpa: Uh oh... 

Didi: Let's clean you up... 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Visitors From Outer Space ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tommy picks up a remote control. 

Grandpa: Good job, I've been looking for this. Now I can see if my paper has  
scooped the news again. 

Stu: Come on pop, that's not real news. Those tabloids make all that stuff up. 

Grandpa: They tell the truth! Your "real" news doesn't dare! See, right here, a  
whole family taken by Aliens from outer space. They fly around in the middle of  
the night, and suck you right out of bed. Whoop! Up to the mother ship! 

Stu: Come on champ, time for bed. 

At Tommy's crib. 

Stu: Good night champ, sleep tight! 

Second Part: 

Tommy is in an Alien playpen with the other babies. 

Tommy: Uh... What are you guys doing here? 



Chuckie: I don't know Tommy, I don't know! One minute I'm lying in my crib, and  
then the next minute I'm in this weird play pen! 

Tommy: We must have got taked by Aliens from outside space! 

Chuckie: Anything but that! 

Angelica appears with a laser. 

Angelica: I escaped with this Alien remote control I found, but it's only for  
grownups like me. 

Angelica starts shooting the laser wildly. 

Tommy: Angelica, you gots to get us out of here! 

Angelica: All right, keep your diaper on! But after this, you're on your own! 

The Aliens walk in. 

Female Alien: The earthlings have escaped! 

Male Alien that Looks Like Stu: Don't let them get away! 

Male Alien that Looks Like Grandpa: DANGER DANGER DANGER 

Second Part: 

Fish: Psst, over here earthling! 

Angelica: You talkin to me? I'm not supposed to talk to strangers. Spically  
fish.

Fish: I'm Saladio Festeres, but my friends call me George. I'm from the planet  
Neptuna. 

Angelica: That figures. 

"George": If you can get me out of here, I'll help you escape. Otherwise I'm on  
the menu for tommorw night's Alien dinner. 

Angelica lets him out. 

Angelica: All right, but no fishy stuff. 

Stu Robot appears. 

Stu Robot: There she is, get her! 

"George" turns off the gravity. 

Angelica: Wow, what happened? 

"George": Turned off the gravity, just swim. You're on your own, kid! 

Angelica: Thanks a lot, fish face. 

Third Part: 

Angelica: I did it! I dumped those aliens! I'm free! 



Angelica notices the babies getting into the escape pod. 

Babies: Bye Angelica, see you on Earth! 

Angelica: I hope you babies fall into a black hole and can't climb out! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Mysterious Mr. Friend ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tommy will gaze at the toy making machine. The machine will start to produce a  
doll, a Mr. Friend doll. 

Tommy: Uh oh! 

Mr. Friend: Oh boy, a brand new friend to me! You can call me Mr. Friend,  
you'll never ever be bored again. 

Part Two: 

Tommy thinks that he's done. But the machine produces three more Mr. Friends. 

Mr. Friend(s): Oh boy, a brand new frind to me! Let's wash our hands before we  
eat. 

Part Three: 

Me, one, scary robots, uh, not one. Yay, I beated him! 

Stu shows up. 

Stu: What happened? My creations! My beautiful creations! 

Didi: Now Stu, maybe the world just wasn't ready for Mr. Friend. Let's go  
upstairs and think of a new toy. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Gold Rush ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

At the park. 

Angelica gazes at Phil and Lil. 

Angelica: Ha, those babies wish they could slide as good as me. (Of ALL the  
things to brag about.) 

Angelica falls down the slide. : ) 

Angelica: I meant to do that. Hey, a nickel! I'm gonna be rich! I bet there's a  
bazillion nickels around here. And I know just who my nickelfinders is gonna  
be. 

Hey babies, there's nickels in this here park and you're going to find them all  
so you can give them all to me! Now start lookin'. 

Second Part: 

Angelica: You did it, I can't believe you did it! I'm rich, I'm rich! 



Phil: Let's look for worms. 

Lil: Yeah, I'm hungry. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Incident In Isle 7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In the kitchen... 

Grandpa: Jumpin' Jahosofat, we're out of fudgie ding a ling bars! 

Stu: Pop, that's the fifth box this week. 

Grandpa: Oh go ahead, deny me my fudgie ding a ling bars, the one pleasure he  
left me in my twilight years. 

Didi: If you want them so badly, why don't you do the shopping for a change? 

Grandpa: Fine, come on, scout! 

Part Two: 

Grandpa and Tommy are in the store. 

Tommy looking at poster: Reptar? Reptar! 

Grandpa: Reptar cereal, eh? What will they think of next. Now let's get us some  
Fudgie Ding a Ling bars! 

Grandpa accidently leaves Tommy behind. 

Tommy: I gots to find that reptar cereal. 

Part Three: 

Tommy defeats Larry and Steve. 

Tommy: Waah hoo! 

Larry: Your turn dude. 

Steve: No way. 

Larry: I just cleaned up the sodas! 

Steve: I just mopped up the baby powder! 

Larry: Forget you dude. 

Steve: Forget you too man! 

Part Four:

Tommy pushes the button and gets rid of the giant blue lobster. 

Tommy rides the box of cereal to Grandpa's feet. 



Grandpa: How did you get down there? Oh never mind, let's go. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Toy Palace ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Stu: Hey, my old Thorg doll... from Toy Palace.... if you want to go? 

Hey Didi, I'm taking Tommy and Chuckie to the store. 

At the store. 

Stu: Isn't this place terrific? 

Intercom: The toy palace is closing in five minutes, plese take your final  
purchases to the front of the store. 

Stu: Sorry kids, looks like we have to *gets distracted* 

Chuckie: This is the bestest place ever, I wish we never had to leave! 

Tommy: Maybe we don't! 

Chuckie: Here we go again... 

Stu: The cold fusion reactor isn't even included, let's go kids... 

Intercom: The Toy Palace is now closed. Thank you for shopping Toy Palace. 

Chuckie: Tommy? *looks around* TOOOMMMYYY? Oooh, I got a bad feeling about  
this.

Part Two: 

Chuckie is sneaking through the store and is startled by someone. 

Chuckie: AHHHHHHHH! 

Tommy: Chuckie, it's me. 

Chuckie: Tommy, I'm so glad to see you! There was clowns and scary toys  
everywhere! 

Thorg all of a sudden appears. 

Tommy: Reptar will save us! But he's asleep! We gotta go up there and push that  
button to wake 'em up! 

Part Three: 

Reptar as he wakes up: Halt, I am Reptar x 2 

Reptar puts Thorg in the time machine. 

Stu appears. 

Stu: Tommy, Chuckie, where were you, I'm so glad to see you again, I had to  
bribe the security guard to let me in. Lucky I had those donuts. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



7 Voyages of Cynthia ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tommy takes the Cynthia doll off the bed. 

Tommy: Look Chuckie, I found a captain for our boat! 

Chuckie: I don't know Tommy, maybe we shouldn't play with Angelica's toys. 

Tommy: We just need it for a little while. Come on! 

Angelica at where she put Cynthia: Oh Cynthia, Cynthia! Where's my Cynthia?! 

Chuckie outside: I'm not telling Angelica that we lost Cynthia, maybe she won't  
even notice. 

Tommy: We lost it! It's our fault! We needed a captain for our boat. 

Chuckie: And then the water went really fast! 

Angelica: If I don't get Cynthia back, I'm gonna turn you babies into  
applesauce. Find Cynthia! 

Part Two just has spike barking. 

Part Three: 

Anglica after she notices that spike has her doll: What is that? Oh Spike, you  
found Cynthia, you wonderful dog! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Egg Hunt ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tommy gets an easter egg. 

Angelica: That's my easter egg! They're all mine unless you can tial to them  
first! 

Part Two: 

Angelica looks at how many eggs you have. 

Angelica: Hey baby, you missed an egg! Your head! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Reptar 2010 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Stu: Hey, you found all of your puzzle pices! Good job, kids! 

Didi: But now it's time to go night night! You've all had a very busy day  
today. 

Stu: Sleep tight. 

Tommy: Reptar! 

Part Two, as Reptar: 



Funny things the news reporter says: This is WSPC news, Reptar is ravaging the  
city, never in my reporting career have I seen such distruction, then again, I  
only started yesterday / Reptar, alien beast or radioactive freak? Tonight at  
ten! / If you see Reptar, all citizens are advised to... run like crazy! /  
Puster Morfance Insurance will be standing by to answer anyone's claims, unless  
you want money / Citizens are advised to stay home, lock their doors and stay  
away from fire breathing monsters / The weather forecast calls for sunny skies  
with falling buildings later in the day / Are you prepared for a giant dinosaur  
attack? We'll show you how, tonight at ten / Unfortunately, Mayor  
(inauidable)'s defense system never gained support 

=============================================================================== 
Copyright, Closing, and Guide Information ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
=============================================================================== 

Copyright Notice: This file is the property of the author. Republishing this  
file is not allowed. All trademarks are respected. 

Rugrats, and any related articles, are owned by their copyright holders. 

Closing: The guide is done, whee. Hope you liked the Rugrats lines! I really 
hope Nick doesn't give up on Rugrats now, in spite of the fact that they 
really, really messed up that All Grown Up show. 
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